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Single crystals can commonly have negative Poisson’s ratio in a few directions; however more
generalised auxeticity is rarer. We propose a typology to distinguish auxetic materials. We characterise
numerous single crystals and demonstrate that partial auxeticity occurs for around 37%. We find
average auxeticity to be limited to α-cristobalite and no example of complete auxeticity. We simulate
two hundreds pure silica zeolites with empirical potentials and quantum chemistry methods, and for the
first time identify complete auxeticity in a zeolite network, JST.

1 Introduction
The main aims of this study are to develop a convenient
typology of auxetic behaviour in materials, to characterise the
Poisson's ratio of pure silica zeolites and to identify structures
with exceptional values.
The Poisson's ratio for anisotropic materials is complex, a
function of three variables, two defining a longitudinal
direction, one a transverse one. The adjective “auxetic”,
describing the existence of a negative Poisson's ratio (NPR)1, is
too limited to describe fundamentally different situations, from
single crystals where NPR occurs for very specific directions,
to isotropic foams where NPR is present for all directions.
Therefore an important objective has been to develop a finergrained typology of auxetic properties to discriminate between
the relatively common existence of negative Poisson's ratios in
a few narrowly defined combinations of longitudinal and
transverse directions and the rarer, more comprehensive cases.

2 Background
Of the four elastic constants used to describe isotropic
materials, Young's modulus (E), bulk modulus (K), shear
modulus (G) and Poisson's ratio (ν), it is the Poisson's ratio that
has historically been the least explored2, 3. It can be associated
with some interesting and unusual properties, particularly when
in a range not normally encountered. Defined as the ratio of
transverse to longitudinal strain in a structure or material, it has
been accepted theory that the Poisson's ratio can have negative
values for over 150 years but it is only since 1989 that it has
been actively studied. Due to their unusual nature, auxetic
materials could be used in many applications where the benefits
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of their properties have only recently become apparent. As
Evans showed, highly negative ν (−1/2 > ν) can produce large
values for indentation resistance and fracture toughness2. Of
recent particular interest is the manufacture of blast curtains for
defence purposes. When an object hits an auxetic fabric the
surrounding material closes in on the impacted area rather than
away from it, causing an increase in local density and
potentially stopping fragments of shrapnel or projectiles4.
The motivation to study NPR in the family of silicate materials
specifically is two-fold. Firstly, zeolites in particular have
historically received considerable interest due to their very low
density and potential use as catalysts5 or molecular sieves6, 7.
Early studies of their mechanical properties have been far from
systematic and in light of recent results8, 9 it is timely to revisit
auxeticity in silicates in general, and zeolites in particular, to
compare their mechanical properties with those of other
crystalline materials. Secondly, it has been recognised that,
singularly among single crystals, α-cristobalite is auxetic in a
large directions range10; a logical place to search for materials
with equally exceptional properties is amongst other silicates,
especially largely unexplored pure silica zeolites.
From Brillouin scattering on single crystals, the MFI zeolite
was found to be auxetic in the (001) plane11. Auxetic zeolites
are of interest due to the prospect that 'tuneable' molecular
sieves could be created, for which the porosity could be altered
by means of an applied stress12. Moreover, adsorption of
specific guests in their nanopores could provide a way to tune
their mechanical properties13. The negative Poisson's ratios
observed in MFI and other zeolites has been explained using
two dimensional mechanisms of rotating rigid bodies, and later
more accurately using rotating semi-rigid bodies14, 15. Pure
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silica zeolites are difficult to synthetize as demonstrated by the
fact that only 46 out of 206 known zeolitic frameworks have
been experimentally synthesized as pure silica materials, but
they provide a starting point for high-throughput modeling.

3 Typology of auxetic materials
Previous authors have realised that auxeticity can take different
forms16, 17 and introduced the concepts of partial auxeticity and
complete auxeticity for cubic crystals. The scheme we propose
is more detailed and not restricted to cubic crystals. A material
which exhibits auxetic behaviour may experience a negative
Poisson's ratio in a very narrow range of transverse directions,
for a narrow range of longitudinal directions of deformation.
Conversely, it could be isotropic and exhibit negative Poisson's
ratios for all transverse directions, for every longitudinal
deformation; or it could be anywhere in-between. In order to
more accurately discuss auxetic materials and their nature it is
therefore desirable to establish a typology in which all
categories of auxetic materials can be identified, described and
distinguished. The following section describes such a general
typology of the auxetic behaviour of a material.

Journal Name
one of these three criteria along one axis of deformation only to
be auxetic type 1, in order to be classified as type 2 the property
must be present along an average of all axes of deformation
(the way in which we decide if this average condition is met is
a matter of choice and is discussed in more detail later in this
section). To be classified as type 3 a material must meet the
class criteria, shown in Fig. 1, for every axis of deformation.
Such extreme auxeticity is rare in anisotropic materials but may
be found in isotropic foams.

3.1 Basic principles
In this context, we use the term 'direction' to refer to the
transverse direction for which Poisson's ratio is observed and
'axis of deformation' to refer to the longitudinal axis of loading.
Our classification is based on a type, a class and a
corresponding numerical indicator; Table 1 describes the 10
possible combinations, from 0 (non auxetic), to 3C (auxetic for
all axes and directions). 'Type' describes the axes of
deformation, it indicates whether there is NPR around none
(type 0), at least one (type 1), an average of (type 2), or every
axis of deformation (type 3). ‘Class’ refines that information by
considering NPR in the transverse directions, for at least one
(class A), for an average (class B) or for every direction (class
C).
Table 1. Typology of auxetic materials
Code
0
1A
1B
1C
2A
2B
2C
3A
3B
3C

Poisson’s ratio is negative
never
for at least one direction around at least one axis
averaged over all directions around at least one axis
for all directions around at least one axis
for at least one direction around an average of axes
averaged over all directions around an average of axes
for all directions around an average of axes
for at least one direction around all axes
averaged over all directions around all axes
for all directions around all axes

This is moderately abstract, and to illustrate the criteria which
must be satisfied for a material to fall into the respective
categories, Fig. 1 shows the elastic transverse deformations
around specific axes in four examples (in other words, the axis
of deformation is perpendicular to the page). The plots (b), (c),
and (d) in Fig. 1 give examples of materials which meet the
minimum requirement to be classified as auxetic type 1A, 1B
and 1C respectively. While it is enough for a material to respect
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Fig. 1. Cross section of materials of various auxetic typologies subjected to a
tensile load in the direction normal to the page. The dotted line represents the
original cross section, and the full line the final cross section. a) Conventional
behaviour with only positive Poisson’s ratio. b) The material meets the minimum
requirements to be class 1A as this axis has at least some NPR c) The material
meets the minimum requirements to be class 1B as the mean of the Poisson's
ratios around this axis is negative. d) The material meets the minimum
requirements to be class 1C as ν is negative for all transverse directions.

It should be pointed out that a material that falls into a
particular category may also fall into one or more others. For
example, it is entirely possible for a material to be both 2B and
3A simultaneously. At the simpler level, lower classifications
(that is to say less auxetic) are explicitly implied by all higher
classifications. Both the type (1, 2 or 3), and the class (A, B or
C), carry these implications, provided the alternate value does
not increase. Consequently, if a material is 2C it follows it must
also be 1C, a classification with a lower type, and additionally
2B and 2A, classifications with lower classes. A 2C material
does not necessarily imply 3A, as although the class has been
reduced, the type has been increase; a 3A classification could
still be satisfied, depending on the material.
When establishing the typology of an anisotropic material, the
Poisson's ratio must be calculated for several directions around
many axes. The Poisson’s ratio is readily given by the opposite


of the ratio of the two rotated elastic compliances, 
and 
.
The rotated compliances can themselves be derived from a set
of elastic constants in the principle axes, be they in the form of
the compliances matrix , or more commonly the stiffness
matrix  (for more detail on the notations of elasticity,
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including relationship between order 4 tensors and order 2
matrices, see for instance 18 or 19). The elastic tensor/matrices
have either been measured experimentally by methods such as
Brillouin scattering or acoustic microscopy, or been calculated
from the second derivatives of potential energy models, usually
numerically, following an optimisation stage.
Calculating the Poisson’s ratio for off-axis combination of
longitudinal axis and transverse direction is not especially
complex, but often tedious and repetitive. The method has been
systematically implemented in the ElAM software package19.
For a typical calculation, the three angles (θ, φ, χ) describing
the axis vector  and direction vector  each varies every
degree (see Fig. 2). This generates an excess of 23 million sets
of off-axis elastic constants, from which the extrema and
averages necessary to establish the auxetic typology can be
determined.

Fig. 2. Angles and vectors describing longitudinal axis (a) and transverse direction
(b)

3.2 Additional considerations on averages
Class A and class C can be determined unambiguously by the
minimum or maximum ν around a single axis (if maximum ν is
negative then class C, if minimum ν is negative then class A).
Class B relies on ν being averaged, and different options for
this are possible. The average could be considered as a direct
mean (if the mean ν is negative then class B is satisfied), or a
simpler median average (if more than half of the ν values are
negative then class B is satisfied). When many single crystals
are arranged in a random orientation, it is the average of the
Poisson's ratio values that will affect the polycrystalline
properties20 rather than the total number of direction exhibiting
a particular Poisson's ratio in each single crystal. Therefore, in
this paper the mean Poisson's ratio is used to ascertain if a
material satisfies class B, as this will give a greater idea as to
which are likely to exhibit auxetic behaviour in a
polycrystalline structure.
The type section of a classification is derived from the number
of axes which exhibit the three different classes. The more
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generally a class is exhibited, the higher the type of this class
will be. Type 1, the simplest case, is satisfied if there is any
behaviour of a class exhibited by the material. Therefore, if at
least one axis has a particular class then type 1 of this class will
be satisfied.
In order for a material to satisfy type 2 classifications, what is
considered as the 'average axis' must meet the criteria of a class.
As the average needed is of classes, rather than simple
numerical values, the decision process is more subtle than that
for determining class B auxeticity and it is valid to consider two
distinct criteria. The first of these is whether or not a randomly
chosen axis is expected to be of a certain class. This can be
expressed as the median of the class when considering all axes,
where the classification will be satisfied if more than half of the
axes examined exhibit a class. The second criteria considered
deals with numerical values which directly relate to the
satisfaction of the three classes. Classes A, B, and C are
satisfied when the minimum, average, and maximum Poisson's
ratios are negative respectively. A material can be considered to
be type 2 if the average of these numerical values for all axes is
also negative.
With this in mind, the classification for type 2 is split into two
separate variants: 2i and 2ii. Type 2i is satisfied if more than
half of the axes examined show behaviour of a particular class.
Type 2ii is satisfied if the mean of relevant values to the class
are negative, so that a material is 2iiA if the mean of the
minimum ν is negative, 2iiB if the mean of the mean ν is
negative, and 2iiC if the mean of the maximum ν is negative.
Type 3 is satisfied if a material exhibits a class completely,
when any axis of deformation is considered. Therefore, if every
axis examined is of a particular class then type 3 of this class
will be satisfied for the material.
To allow comparisons between materials and enable us to
identify materials which may be of interest, each classification
in this typology is matched with a value relevant to the criteria
used to establish its satisfaction. Table 2 details the values
which accompany each classification of the auxetic behaviour
of a system.
Table 2. Auxetic typology values
Code
0
1A
1B
1C
2iA
2iB
2iC
2iiA
2iiB
2iiC
3A
3B
3C

Value
N/A
Minimum of the minimum ν
Minimum of the average ν
Minimum of the maximum ν
Percentage of axes of class A
Percentage of axes of class B
Percentage of axes of class C
Average of the minimum ν
Average of the average ν
Average of the maximum ν
Maximum of the minimum ν
Maximum of the average ν
Maximum of the maximum ν

Of particular interest are materials which meet the criteria for
satisfying 2iiB. Because these materials show a negative
Poisson's ratio when averaged over all axes and all directions,
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they should exhibit isotropic auxetic behaviour when part of
randomly arranged polycrystalline structures.
3.3 Case Study for general materials
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the classification system
when used as a comparison criterion between different groups
of materials and to establish a baseline of auxeticity, we first
study a wide range of different materials. The experimental
elastic constants of the same 471 materials used in the work on
the correlation between extreme Poisson’s ratios and anisotropy
by Lethbridge8 are used to derive auxetic typologies, as they are
considered to be representative of the auxetic properties of
single crystals in general.
Table 3. Auxetic classifications for case study on general materials
Code

Number

Percentage

0

296

62.8

1A

175

37.2

1B

15

3.2

1C

11

2.3

2iA

31

6.6

2iB

1

0.2

ratio reaches (−0.51, quite modest), but because of the large
range of directions for which it has a negative value.
The silicon dioxide polymorph cristobalite has two crystalline
phases, a low temperature (α) form and a high temperature (β)
form. Brillouin spectroscopy on a single crystal of α-cristobalite
showed it to be highly anisotropic and yet still have an
aggregate isotropic Poisson's ratio of −0.133, −0.191 and
−0.163 for the Reuss, Voigt and Hill averages respectively10.
This study also showed that the crystal had a shear modulus of
roughly 2.4 times that of the bulk modulus. Due to the
instability of β-cristobalite, its elastic properties have only been
derived through the use of computational modelling. A
molecular dynamics study showed that the high temperature
phase of cristobalite remains averagely auxetic22. Structurally
α-cristobalite is analogous to a tetragon formed by four smaller
tetrahedra which are able to rotate and dilate.
The unique auxetic nature of α-cristobalite is highlighted by our
classification system. Within the auxetic typology it satisfies all
classifications except 3B and 3C. Considered in context as a
member of the materials previously examined in this study, it is
the only one of the 471 to exhibit 2iB, 2iC, 2iiB, and 2iiC
auxeticity and one of the three materials to satisfy type 3A.
Through use of the classification system proposed α-cristobalite
is confirmed as extreme, even among other materials exhibiting
a negative Poisson's ratio.

2iC

1

0.2

2iiA

37

7.9

2iiB

1

0.2

2iiC

1

0.2

3A

3

0.6

4.1 Methods

3B

0

0.0

3C

0

0.0

In order to extend our sample of materials, we calculated the
elastic properties of all-silica zeolites as well as α-quartz and αcristobalite using classical and ab initio simulations.
Crystallographic information files (.cif) of the 206 known
zeolite frameworks were obtained from the international zeolite
association23. The classical calculations were performed with
GULP v3.124, using the five well established potential models
of Catlow, Gale, Matsui, Sastre and Van Beest25-29. These
models have different characteristics (partial/formal charges,
shell models) and have been shown in a recent review to
perform well for elastic properties of α-quartz 30. The first
principles calculations were performed with the CRYSTAL09
code31 within the Density Functional Theory Theory (DFT)
approach, using the B3LYP hybrid functional32 with empirical
correction for the dispersive interactions33, full symmetry and
all electron localized basis sets34. The stiffness matrixes for
each structure† were used to build a database for the software
ElAM19 to examine. ElAM calculates the off axis elastic
properties, allowing for the identification of interesting
properties such as a negative Poisson's ratio in particular axes
as well as establishing the auxetic typology. Not all pure silica
frameworks could be relaxed. Depending on the potential
models, between 186 and 189 were optimised with classical
simulations. DFT simulations led to elastic constants for a
subset of 121 frameworks, the remaining being too large for the
computer resources available9.

Table 3 shows the number of materials for each typology.
Crystals exhibiting weak auxetic behaviour of type 1A are
surprisingly common, 37.2% of those studied. However, the
number of materials satisfying increasing levels of auxeticity
decreases rapidly, with only 3.2% 1B, 6.6% 2iA, and 7.9%
2iiA. The 2iB, 2iiB and 2C categories are populated by a single
crystal, α-cristobalite, with auxetic coverage of 99%
(percentage of axes with negative average PR) −0.14 (average
of average) and −0.002 (average of maximum). Three single
crystals belong to the 3A category: α-cristobalite again, and two
forms of Beryllium Copper alloy with auxetic values
(maximum of the minimum) of −0.063, −0.003, and 0.0
respectively. None of the 471 single crystals has 3B or 3C
auxeticity. We do not observe any correlation between simpler,
non-elastic tensor related properties and the presence or extent
of auxeticity. In particular, and somewhat counterintuitively,
crystal systems, space groups or even atomic structures are not
predictors of auxeticity: for instance, 57% of the BCC metals
are auxetic, but 43%, with the same atomic structure, are not21.
3.4 α-Cristobalite
As seen from this meta-analysis, the auxeticity of α-cristobalite
is very peculiar, not because of the low values its Poisson’s
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4.2 Validation
To ensure that the results are reasonable, it is critical to validate
the models by comparison with experimental data. As little is
available for the elastic constants of pure silica zeolites (we are
only aware of MFI11), we have to rely on the elastic constants
of the “dense” silicas α-quartz and α-cristobalite. Detailed
comparisons with experimental lattice and elastic constants for
α-quartz, α-cristobalite and MFI are available in tabulated form
in table S1(a-c)†. The root-mean-squared errors (RMSE) vary
between 4 GPa and 29 GPa (average elastic constant at 40
GPa). DFT seems less accurate with RMSE at 29 GPa (quartz)
and 15 GPa (cristobalite). The classical models fare equally
well for quartz (4-16 GPa) and cristobalite (6-14 GPa). They
are slightly less accurate for MFI (10-29 GPa), probably
because the experiments were performed on crystals still
containing the organic templates in their pores. The Catlow
model is the most consistent with RMSE around 10 GPa for all
three crystals. It is notoriously difficult to simulate α-quartz
with DFT and elastic constants depend on precise details of the
model. Another possible source of error is due to the fact that
experimental elastic constants have been obtained at room
temperature, while calculated ones are at 0 K.

COMMUNICATION
Table 4 – Associated values for the typology classifications of αcristobalite when using the elastic constants calculated with various
potential models and from experimental results. Values corresponding
to auxetic behaviour in bold (negative extremum or average above
50%, see Table 2).
Cat.

Gale

BKS

Sas.

Mat.

DFT

Exp.

1A

-0.32

-0.35

-0.46

-0.34

-0.47

-0.41

-0.51

1B

-0.09

-0.12

-0.17

-0.04

-0.17

-0.13

-0.26

1C

0.05

0.04

0.02

0.02

0.01

0.04

-0.07

2iA

59%

65%

83%

51%

90%

75%

100%

2iB

39%

48%

61%

8%

66%

49%

99%

2iC

0%

4%

0%

0%

0%

0%

53%

2iiA

-0.09

-0.11

-0.19

-0.01

-0.20

-0.15

-0.28

2iiB

0.02

-0.00

-0.04

0.13

-0.04

0.01

-0.14

2iiC

0.13

0.10

0.12

0.27

0.13

0.16

0.00

3A

0.12

0.10

0.03

0.28

0.01

0.07

-0.07

3B

0.12

0.10

0.13

0.28

0.13

0.21

0.00

3C

0.18

0.15

0.23

0.41

0.25

0.39

0.10

We conclude that used together, not in isolation, the six models
provide a reasonable, if somewhat conservative, platform to
explore the occurrence of NPR in pure silica zeolites.

4.3 α-Cristobalite

4.4 Auxetic typology of all silica zeolites

To further test the potential models used and to gain a better
understanding of α-cristobalite, the typology classifications for
this crystal from differing potential models are compared. The
elastic constants of α-cristobalite are first calculated using the
six potential models, resulting in six distinct stiffness matrices
for comparison with experimental results. A typology
classification is then created from each set of elastic data, and
the associated values are shown in Table 4, where the values
which satisfy typology classifications are in bold. This table
shows that subtle differences in elastic stiffness values strongly
influence the classification, as α-cristobalite does not reach
‘2C’ or ‘3A’ for either of the potential models, and that the
minimum Poisson’s ratio (‘1A’ value) is less by generally a
third.

Table 5 shows the percentages of pure silica zeolites that
exhibit a certain type of auxeticity for all six models and
contrasts them with the base line of materials established
previously.
Table 5. Percentage of auxetic zeolites (from between 186 and 189
zeolites, depending on model) in each auxetic typology, compared with
equivalent percentages for reference materials (471 single crystals)
Cat.

Gale

BKS

Sas.

Mat.

DFT

Ref.

0

67.4

83.4

51.3

78.6

54.0

74.4

62.8

1A

32.6

16.6

48.7

21.4

46.0

25.6

37.2

1B

11.8

7.0

21.4

8.0

24.9

2.5

3.2

1C

1.1

0.5

7.0

0.5

6.9

0.8

2.3

2iA

10.7

5.9

22.5

8.6

24.9

1.7

6.6

2iB

1.0

0.5

2.7

0.5

1.1

0.8

0.2

2iC

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.8

0.2

2iiA

12.8

6.4

25.1

8.6

27.5

0.8

7.9

2iiB

1.6

1.0

1.6

1.6

0.5

0.8

0.2

2iiC

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.8

0.2

3A

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.8

0.6

3B

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.8

0.0

3C

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.8

0.0

Category 1A bears the most relevant comparison to previous
studies, as it corresponds to a material exhibiting at least some
negative Poisson's ratio. The proportions vary between 16.6%
and 48.7 %, which correlate well with the 37.2% base line.
They are significantly lower than the 69% of 1A for cubic
metals21. One could be tempted to draw the counterintuitive
conclusion that, as a class of materials, zeolites, despite their
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Fig. 3. Minimum and maximum Poisson's ratio vs Ledbetter Anisotropy for pure
silica zeolites (crosses) and other materials (squares). Both ν and A* are unitless.

Comparison of the minimum and maximum calculated
Poisson's ratio with elastic anisotropy confirms the work of
Lethbridge et al.8 It was found that the extreme Poisson's ratio
all lie on two families of curves approximately symmetrical
around a single point of intersection at A* = 1, where A* is the
Ledbetter anisotropy measure defined as the square of the
maximum shear-sound-wave velocity divided by the square of
the minimum shear-sound-wave velocity35. Fig. 3 shows the
graph of minimum and maximum Poisson's ratio plotted against
the elastic anisotropy of the structure, and the pure silica
zeolites follow the same patterns as the sample of 471 single
crystals. This suggests that overall, zeolite frameworks behave
no differently than denser silica crystals.
A very small number of frameworks are 2B auxetic: with
Catlow GOO, JST, NPO and VFI, with Gale JST and OSI, with
Sastre ABW, IWV, JST and NPO, with BKS AFO, BOF, GON
and JST, with Matsui MSO and JST, and with DFT JST only.
Only one framework, JST, is 3C but crucially with all 6 models,
including DFT.
4.2 A completely auxetic zeolite: JST

6 | Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 2015, 00, 1-3

Table 6 Lattice parameter a (Å), elastic constants Cij (GPa), anisotropy
index A* and auxeticity typology values 1A, 2B and 3C for JST
Cat.

Gale

Sas.

BKS

Mat.

DFT

a

15.21

15.43

15.12

15.25

15.83

15.38

C11

36.5

34.1

19.6

15.6

15.4

29.41

C12

-5.7

-6.28

-7.7

-13.1

-8.8

-8.4

C44

21.4

20.4

13.9

14.2

13.1

18.2

A*

1.01

1.01

1.02

1.01

1.08

1.04

1A

-0.19

-0.23

-0.66

-5.42

-1.33

-0.40

2B

-0.19

-0.23

-0.65

-5.34

-1.32

-0.39

3C

-0.19

-0.22

-0.65

-5.26

-1.31

-0.38

Table 6 displays the lattice parameter, elastic coefficients and
typology values for JST simulated with the 6 models. It is
striking to note that all models are in very good agreement and
predict complete auxeticity (3C) and almost complete elastic
isotropy (A*~1). On the other hand, the actual values for the
Poisson’s ratio, here in the form of auxeticity typology values,
are less well defined, and vary from -0.2 to -5.4. The most
unusual feature of the elastic coefficients is that C12 is negative.
While clearly uncommon, this has previously been observed
experimentally by Brillouin scattering for SmxLa1-xS36.
Negative C12 and sufficiently large C44 are necessary and
sufficient conditions for a cubic crystal to be completely
auxetic†. Goldstein et al. list 6 possible completely auxetic
cubic crystals (table S6 of the supporting material of 17); it is
interesting that 5 are samarium based, which strongly suggests
a chemical bonding origin for their generalised auxeticity, as
discussed in 36.
In contrast, the remarkable agreement between the 6 models
suggests that the completely auxetic character of JST derives
chiefly from its structure, and not from details of the bonding.
Pure silica JST is cubic (space group PA-3, number 205), its
primitive cell, depicted in Fig. 4(a), contains 96 oxygen and 48
silicon. Due to this complexity it can be described in many
ways. The following description is especially relevant to its
auxeticity and helps understand the underlying mechanism. It is
first useful to abstract the bent Si-O-Si bonds by straight Si-Si
segments as in Fig. 4(b). JST can then be seen as face centred
cubic, where the motifs are four three-dimensional 6 sided
stars. These stars (12 silicon each), are composed of a quasiplanar central hexagon surrounded by 6 sides alternatingly
pointing up and down at angles of ±60.4° (in the Catlow
model). The central hexagons lie in the four 111 planes, and
connect to each other through connecting triangles; in other
words, each silicon belongs to a single star. If one assumes very
stiff Si-Si connection, a tensile deformation flattens the stars,
and makes them larger, leading to in-plane NPR. This simple
mechanistic analysis is confirmed by studying the deformation
of a unit cell. Under a 1% (100) strain, the Si-Si bonds remain
largely unchanged, most bonds deforming by 0.02% with a
maximum of 0.18%, while the out-of-plane side angle varies
from 60.4° to 58.9°, a change of 2.4%. At this stage, JST has
only been recently produced, and in a complex gallogermanate
form with cationic templates in its pores 37. While pure silica
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pores and low density are no more auxetic than normal
materials. On closer inspections however, pure silica zeolites
appear to have a significantly higher level of average auxeticity
with increased percentages satisfying 2iiA and 1B for most
models. This somewhat vindicates the hypothesis that zeolites
are good candidates for auxeticity, but barely. Following a
trend similar to that of the reference sample, the proportions
decrease rapidly above these classifications, with few materials
displaying type 3 or class C auxeticity, with one notable
exception, discussed later.
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JST has not been synthesised yet, it might be necessary to
obtain further confirmation of its framework’s extraordinary
auxeticity by mechanistic methods such as Finite Element
Analysis or fabrication of macroscale models.
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Fig. 4. (a) Unit cell of pure silica zeolite JST (Si in light grey, O in dark); (b)
Representation of JST, seen in the [111] direction. The vertices correspond to Si
atoms, and the edges to Si-Si links.

We have designed a typology for auxetic materials, classifying
materials with distinctions in the number of axes where a
negative Poisson's ratio can be found, and the degree for which
each axis is auxetic. The system has been demonstrated as a
tool for comparing groups of materials and their auxetic
properties, and the benefits of distinguishing between levels of
auxeticity have also been explored, further highlighting the
extraordinary properties of α-cristobalite. The elastic properties
of a large number of pure silica zeolite frameworks have been
calculated and classified with the proposed typology. After
comparison of the auxetic classifications with a database of 471
general materials, the pure silica zeolites are shown to be
marginally more auxetic, but follow the same trends. We found
that the JST frameworks has great potential for complete
auxeticity, and have proposed an explanatory mechanism.
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